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The Hong Kong Monetary Authority (HKMAHKMA) published the Hong Kong
Taxonomy for Sustainable Finance (Hong Kong TaxonomyHong Kong Taxonomy) in early May 2024
as a green classi cation framework to enable informed decision making on
green and sustainable nance in the local market.

In this brie ng, our Sustainable Investment Consulting team compares it to other national and

regional taxonomies and explains more about its implementation.

Comparability with national and regionalComparability with national and regional
taxonomiestaxonomies

The development of the Hong Kong Taxonomy has been guided by the principles of

interoperability, comparability and inclusiveness. It is formulated by reference to certain

national and regional taxonomies, such as the Common Ground Taxonomy (CGT), EU Taxonomy,

Mainland China Taxonomy and the Climate Bonds Taxonomy, in which CGT is the major

reference.

Unlike the EU Taxonomy which covers six environmental objectives, Hong Kong Taxonomy

focuses on the environmental objective of climate change mitigation and has not yet

incorporated Do No Signi cant Harm (DNSH) and Minimum Social Safeguards (MSS).

"We would explore the incorporation of DNSH and MSS criteria in the future development of the

Taxonomy, bearing in mind the principles of interoperability and usability," the HKMA noted.

Hong Kong Taxonomy implementationHong Kong Taxonomy implementation

Currently, the Hong Kong Taxonomy encompasses 12 economic activities under four sectors

namely power generation, transportation, construction, and water and waste manage. It can
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help banks and other nancial institutions originate and structure green products and help

investors identify opportunities that comply with sustainability criteria. Examples of the

implementation include labelling of green bonds, classi cation of green loans, and disclosure of

green and sustainable activities. It serves as a market tool for voluntary use by the industry in

combination with market-based frameworks, such as International Capital Market Association

Green Bond Principles for green bond and Loan Markets Association Green Loan Principles for

green loans.

Mr Eddie Yue, Chief Executive of the HKMA, said, “By providing a common language and

framework for sustainable nance, we are equipping market participants with an important

tool to make informed decisions, drive impactful cross-border investments, and contribute to

global e orts in combating climate change.”

Way forwardWay forward

To demonstrate Hong Kong's dedication to a holistic approach to sustainability and to draw

attention to facilitating transition activities, the HKMA will expand the Hong Kong Taxonomy

over time to cover environmental objectives apart from climate change mitigation, transition

activities with a decarbonisation pathway and sectors that are already in the CGT.

How can Ogier help?How can Ogier help?

Ogier's Sustainable Investment Consulting helps clients design and launch sustainability

products that meet the growing investor demand for sustainable investment solutions. Contact

us today for more information about how we can help.

About Ogier

Ogier is a professional services rm with the knowledge and expertise to handle the most

demanding and complex transactions and provide expert, e cient and cost-e ective services

to all our clients. We regularly win awards for the quality of our client service, our work and our

people.

Disclaimer

This client brie ng has been prepared for clients and professional associates of Ogier. The

information and expressions of opinion which it contains are not intended to be a

comprehensive study or to provide legal advice and should not be treated as a substitute for

speci c advice concerning individual situations.

Regulatory information can be found under Legal Notice
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